PlatformPlus for Software Developers

Tata delivers a complex insurance
system on-time and within budget.
Tata Consultancy Services success story using PlatformPlus

The Challenge.
Exisitng:

Required:

On a fixed-bid project, Tata was unable to deliver
a regulatory activity-planning and tracking system
due to complexity.

Tata needed advice from enterprise software
experts and the efficiency gains from
automation tools to maximize their team’s
productivity.

The Approach.
Tata Consultancy worked with the Modularis Advisory Team to set a course and establish the design before
developing the new system using Accelerator.
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The Outcome.

In addition to being on-time, on budget and in-scope the new system achieved the following:
Tata delivered on its
commitment exceeding its
client’s expectations.

A development team of 5
completed the system that was
estimated for a team of 12.

ROI achieved
in 60 Days

“We had no room for error on this project. The entire Modularis team
delivered exactly what we needed. A complex application on-time,
under budget.”

Contact us when you’re ready to take the next step (888) 872-9701 | contact@modularis.com
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PlatformPlus for Software Developers

A proven approach.
Our collaborative approach delivers successful solutions 95% of the time,
while minimizing risk and increasing innovation:
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Your Goals and
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Team or Ours

Our Expert
Leadership
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Our Design and
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Effective Project
Management and Accelerator
Automation Tools

Let’s get started – on the right track.
We always work with the business leaders first.

360° Technology
Review

Product Technology
Roadmap

It takes one week for us to review
and validate your technological
and development approach.

A one-week collaborative session
creates or fine-tunes your longterm technology strategy.

Contact us today to learn how you can beat the odds with PlatformPlus.
(888) 872-9701 | contact@modularis.com
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